The comfort
of your home
LIGHTING
WINDOW SHUTTERS, SCREENS
AND BLINDS
REMOTE CONTROL
AUTOMATIC FUNCTIONS

"HOME AUTOMATION WITHOUT HOME AUTOMATION"
MORE FUNCTIONS, MORE ADVANTAGES
Yokis is a full range of digital modules for the electrical
system, able to realise simple home automation
systems for the centralised management of
shutters, lights and automatic functions. Available
in wired, radio and hybrid versions, it can manage
numerous programs and lighting and automatic
functions: controls, dimmers, centralisation, timing,
scenarios.

locally via switch or remote control and at a distance
using a smartphone app n .
The actions can be handled individually (each
pushbutton controls a device, for example a
window shutter) or in a centralised manner (a single
command manages multiple devices, for example
all the shutters of a room), with or without an
Internet connection.

Yokis solutions are highly flexible. In fact, the
"radio" line allows each user to expand the home
automation system at any time. The first installation
can include Yokis modules for the management
of one or a few areas, and the system can be
expanded in later steps.

In fact, contrary to most complex home automation
installations, each Yokis module remains
independent and autonomous, guaranteeing the
traditional operation of the system (through local
control, centralisation, etc.), even in case of system
malfunction.

The installed Yokis modules can easily be operated

Automatic
closing of
shutters

Wall pushbutton
to centralise
lighting
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Lighting
dimming

WHAT YOU CAN DO WITH YOKIS

Managing the lighting in a functional manner: the lights can be switched on and off by a single central
pushbutton or from individual points. You can vary the intensity, program when they turn on and off, with
the advantage of improving savings and comfort.
Control and centralise window shutters, screens and blinds quickly and easily with local, group and
centralised controls. Compatible with the motors of the leading brands on the market.
Managing one's own electrical system with simplicity locallyor remotely, using a remote control,
pushbuttons on the wall or the smartphone app n . Even the video door phone can activate the
functions connected to the system.
Create and activate customised scenarios at all times of the day, to meet the needs of each family
member.

Lighting

Multi-socket control

Window shutters, screens and blinds

Timer programming

Timing

Light dimming

Light intensity management
for increased comfort and
savings
Control of the
house by video
door phone

Control of
the house by
remote control
Multi-socket control
by remote control
•
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WHY CHOOSE YOKIS
The best solution for controlling every area:
a studio, a large villa, an office or a shop

COMFORT
With Yokis you save time by
being able to create scenarios,
for example, to turn off the lights
and close all the window shutters
of the house by pressing just one
button.

AFFORDABLE AND ACCESSIBLE

1
3

Yokis
modules
allow
the
programming of simple and
inexpensive home automation
systems because their cost is low
and installation is fast.

REDUCTION OF CONSUMPTION

SECURITY

With Yokis modules you can adjust
the intensity of light, set the
automatic and timed shutdown,
facilitating lower consumption of
electricity.

Thanks to the app n , you
can control your home remotely
through smartphones and tablets.

FEW EMISSIONS
Yokis technologies transmit weak
radio waves that are harmless
to people, keeping your home
healthy.
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EXPANDING THE SYSTEM
Yokis radio solutions allow you to
add new modules to an existing
system at any time, adding
new functions (light dimming,
automation of shutters, etc.)
without having to break the walls.

2
4
•
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USE AND SCENARIOS
Creation of scenarios that are useful at all times of the day with remote control,
smartphone and tablet

Some scenarios are predefined on the app

n , others can be created independently.

DINNER
From the Yokis living/dining room remote control you
can activate the "Dinner" scenario: with a simple press
of the pushbutton the light flashes in the bedrooms to let
everyone know that dinner is ready. At the same time, a
further press allows you to turn off the multi-socket that
powers the devices in use in the bedrooms to reinforce
the action.
Includes controls for

CINEMA
A press on the remote control (or on smartphones with
the app n ) can activate the closing of the shutters
and living room lighting dimming of 20%, thus creating
the ideal environment for watching a movie, at the same
time turning off the lights in the kitchen and in other areas.
All devices are still accessible and manageable individually
by a radio command, a wired control (switch) and the app
n .
Includes controls for

NIGHT
You can customise a scenario directly from the app n
by adding to the pre-defined actions (close the shutters,
turn off the light and the multi-socket that powers the
television) the action of turning on the light in the stairwell
during the night.
Includes controls for
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ENERGY SAVING
With Yokis it is possible to place a timer on the lighting
of a space (for example, stairs or the hall). In this way, the
lights left on are switched off automatically after a few
minutes, avoiding waste and reducing consumption. The
timing setting can also be changed from smartphones.

Includes controls for

AWAKEN GENTLY
With Yokis you can program different scenarios depending
on the day of the week. So from Monday to Friday the
actions set for lights and shutters are activated earlier,
while on weekends the blinds of the bedroom, living
room and the kitchen open later, along with the radio's
multi-socket.
Includes controls for

AWAY FROM HOME
If you're at work and it starts to rain, with the app n
you can change the home scenario and handle the
unexpected: close the shutters, close the awnings and
turn off the garden sprinklers.
Includes controls for

ON HOLIDAY
The "Holidays" scenario, pre-configured on the app
n , allows you to close all the shutters of the house,
turn off the lights and activate the presence simulation for
the period set.
Includes controls for

•
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COMFORT AND SECURITY
Functions that make your home more secure
even when you're not there

CREATE LIMITED ACCESS IN TIME
AND FUNCTION
With the app n , you can create temporary accounts
for guests or employees who need to enter the house
during a period of absence. The account is limited in time
and function, giving access only to selected devices.

Share control of the home securely

PRESENCE SIMULATION
WHEN YOU'RE NOT HOME
The "Presence simulation" scenario lets you leave home
for a few hours or for an extended vacation with more
peace of mind. The opening of the shutters will simulate
your presence during the day, and before sunset some
selected lights will come on at different times.
Lighting of the house will be timed and turned on at 40%
to save energy.

Includes controls for

REMOTE MONITORING
WITH THE APP n
While on holiday you can monitor the house, for example
by opening the gate to a courier or by activating the
garden sprinklers directly from smartphones and tablets.
At any time you can check the status of the house via app.

Includes the monitoring of
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YOUR HOUSE ALWAYS WITH YOU

Download
the free app
from the stores
•
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HOW TO CONTROL YOUR OWN HOME: APP, REMOTE
CONTROLS, WALL REMOTES AND PUSHBUTTONS
The installed Yokis devices can be controlled through the switches of the electrical system or more comfortably
with local and remote radio controls, through the app n that can be downloaded free from the stores.

n

: SIMPLE AND EFFECTIVE. UNLIMITED CUSTOMISATION

The design and ergonomics of the app n are designed for user comfort.
Simple and customisable (both in terms of functionality and usage settings), n it automatically adapts
to the lifestyle and habits of those who live in the house, responding to the needs and desires of everyone
(parents, children, tenants) and different usage profiles.

hub the web server
To manage the system from smartphones and tablets, just install in your home
that lets you manage your Yokis modules using the app n . After the installer has saved your system
hub , you can manage your home using the app n .
configurations on

Customisations for each user

Every home user can customise their app n as desired, by associating an image or an icon of their
choice (a picture of the room, for example) or by configuring the management of a single room instead of
the entire house.

Parents can manage the
entire home and create
scenarios, both locally and
remotely.
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Children will only be able
to control their own room,
connecting via home Wi-Fi.

Sharing the house by securely customising access to devices

The app n allows you to simply and effectively manage user
accounts and create "custom" accounts.
When you leave the keys to someone, it is possible to restrict access
to a certain number of devices or rooms for a certain period of time.
Completely secure, the sharing of your system allows your guests
(family, friends, tenants, etc.) to be autonomous in the control of your
home.

In case of expansion of an existing system or if a technical service
call is necessary, the app n allows you to temporarily allow the
installer to access configurations and make changes. This makes
it even easier to add new modules and new settings to your home
automation system.

WHAT CAN I DO WITH THE APP

Turn the lights in a room
on and off or adjust their
intensity.

n

? Some examples

Raise or lower the window
shutters by sliding your
finger on your smartphone.

Customise names and
images according to your
usage preferences.

hub , your system configuration will also be saved to Yokis Cloud. This way, your personal
In addition to
data will be protected: in fact they remain inside your home and are not accessible by third parties in the
cloud.

•
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RADIO REMOTE CONTROLS AND WALL REMOTES

Keychain remotes with 4 and
8 pushbuttons
Because each pushbutton is
independent, a single remote
can combine various automatic
actions (lighting, shutters, etc.)
for both direct control and
activation of scenarios.
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Tabletop remotes, always at
hand
With
large
numbered
pushbuttons, these remote
controls are perfect for the
most frequented areas (living
room, kitchen, etc.).

Wall remotes with 1, 2 and 4
pushbuttons
Yokis wall remotes can be
applied on any surface, using
double-sided tape.
The
range
includes
devices with single or
multiple pushbuttons. Each
pushbutton is independent
and can directly operate only
one device or centralisation.
Ideal for installation without
breaking walls.

AND
SMART HOME SOLUTIONS
Thanks to the integration between Urmet and Yokis technologies, it is possible to manage centralised
controls, shutter and indoor/outdoor light timing as well as some other functions, like garden sprinklers.
Accordingly, the lights switched on or the shutters open can be controlled by pressing a pushbutton on the
video door phone on your way out of the house.

Max

Lighting

Sprinklers

Window shutters, screens and blinds

Automatic functions

cxModo

Mìro Hands-free

•
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THE EXPERIENCE OF YOUR INSTALLER
A guarantee of quality for your system

To ensure a high quality installation, Yokis products are distributed
exclusively through a professional distribution network and only to
professional electricians.
Regardless of the type of dwelling and system, your installer can
recommend the products that best meet your needs.
Yokis products are manufactured in France and have a 5 year warranty.

The Yokis products are marked

.

Yokis products are distributed by Urmet S.p.A.
Via Bologna, 188/C | 10154 Turin
Tel. 011-2400000

Urmet S.p.A. reserves the right to make changes to the equipment in
this catalogue at any time without prior notice.
Printed in the month of August 2017.

•
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Yokis products are distributed in Italy by Urmet S.p.A.
Via Bologna, 188/C | 10154 Turin

Products sold exclusively to professionals through electric equipment wholesalers.
For technical information visit the website www.yokis.com.

ASK YOUR INSTALLER!

www.yokis.com

